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In these dramatic days of chan~e in our national leadership it 
is imoortant that we pause to examine where we stand with the more 
si~nificant aspects of economic and governmental activity. By takin~ 
this opportunity we can ~ain the perspective needed to guide our 
actions for the future. 

The Atomic Energy Commission's re~ulatory nro~ram for nuclear 
power requires tnat the a~ency reach public interest decisions on 
proposals made by industry, takin~ into consideration the views of 
other interested organizations, includin~ those who oppose the nro
posals. 

To appraise the state of the Re~ulatory orovram at this ti~e, 
we must consider the status of all of the key entities. What are 
the intentions and matchin~ capabjlities of the re~ulated industry? 
What capacity have interested or~anizations, includin~ critics, 
achieved to define and illuminate the issues through searchin~ in
quiry and constructive criticism? And finally, what is the ability 
of the nuclear re~ulatory provram to handle effectively the issues 
before it? 

Nuclear Industry 

Although development of civilian nuclear power technology has 
been proceeding for more than 20 years, industry's acceptance of 
nuclear power as a viable commercial technolo~y began less than ten 
years ago. At that time a proposal was made to build a 500 ~egawatt 
plant solely on economic ~rounds. In the years that followed, there 
ensued a rush of orders for plants of increasin~ capacity, ran~ing 
up to 1300 electrical megawatts. 

F'or each of the past three years, more than half of -crll steam · 
qeneratins capacity ordered by utilities has been nuclear, and it 
appears that this will be true also in 1974. There ~ere only l~ 
nuclear stations in 1965 which together produced about four billion 
kilowatt-hours of electricity. In 1973 some 83 billion kilowatt
hours were produced by 40 nuclear units. 

As of August 1 of t11isyear, the number of nuclear plants licensed 
to operate had increased to 48. Construction was r,oing forward on 
71 other nuclear units, with 118 more either on order or publicly 
announced. These 237 nuclear plants built, buildinr; or planned 
represent a total generatin~ capacity of 233,000 electrical me~awatts, 
more than the nation's total generating capacity from all sources 
ten years av,o. 
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This surge to nuclear power has been occurrin~ at a pace which 
was not anticipated several years a~o. For example, in a Report to 
the President prepared in 1962 by the AEC, it was predicted that 
nuclear power capacity would represent only about seven percent of 
this country's total installed electrical capacity by the end of 1980. 
It has already, in mid-1974, reached 6.7 percent of the national total 
and is expected to exceed 10 percent by the end of next year. 

The industry's embrace of nuclear power has been based on 
certain clear advanta~es in the circumstances of today. 

Nuclear power plants are environmentally more acceptable, since 
they do not pollute the air as do fossil-fueled plants. Insofar as 
mining, processin~ and transportation are concerned, the nuclear fuel 
cycle is less environmentally disruptive than the fuel cycle for coal 
and oil. 

Another inducement to r;oin~ nuclear has been the fact that the 
supply of nuclear fuel is relatively more assured than is the domes
tic supply of natural ~as or of environmentally acceptable oil or 
coal. 

Perhaps the primary motive leadin~ utilities to select the nuclear 
option nas been its advantage over fossil fuel plants in electric 
~enerating costs. This was already apparent in 197? when a compara
iive stud~ by the AEC of 18 utility systems havin~ both nuclear and 
fossil plants showed nuclear r,eneratinv, costs averaGin~ 8.1 mills per 
kilowatt-hour as avainst an average of 10.3 mills per kilowatt-hour 
for the fossil plants. 

All indications are that the economic disparity between nuclear 
and fossil-fueled plants will become ~reater in the future. AEC 
estimated last year that, for 1,000 megawatt plants bevinning opera
tion in 1981, generating costs in mills per kilowatt-hour will be 
about 15 for li~ht water nuclear plants, about 18 for coal-fired 
plants, and over 33 for oil-fired plants. 

While utilities have had these reasons for selectin~ nuclear 
power, the choice has been far from unanimous. Those who have adopted 
nuclear power have done so recognizin~ that there are also certain 
deterrents to goinv nuclear. 

Prior to the enerGY crisis of last winter, a principal problem 
from the industry's point of view was the regulatory process. In 
fulfillment of its statutory responsibilities to protect the public 
health and safety, the environment and national security, the AEC 
has subjected the design, construction and operation of nuclear power 
plants to rigorous regulation. Granting this necessity, the re~ula
ted industry nevertheless has had valid bases for complaint. 

There was indeed insufficient guidance provided by the AEC as to 
the form and content of applications. In addition, codes and other 
requirements were changed frequently as technoloF,y advanced. This 
necessitated repeated chan~es in design, leadin~ in turn to unexpected 
changes in materials and manpower requirements and to consequent 
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schedule delays. Excessive time consumed in review added further to 
delays. 

In extenuation for these deficiencies, one mi~ht say that the 
AEC was simply not prepared for the sudden rush of nuclear applica
tions. Purther, the avalanche of additional work imposed by new re·
quirements under the National Environmental Policv Act ~reatly 
complicated the Commission's ability to remedy the conditions about 
which industry complained. We did do our utmost to respond, however, 
knowinv that regulation which is not timely cannot in the lon~ run 
be effective. As I will discuss later, we have largely re~edied, or 
are on the way to remedying, most of the prior re~ulatory deficiencies. 

Within the past year, however, a further deterrent to the addi
tion of nuclear plants, possibly more inhibiting than a~y before, 
has appeared in the form of financial difficulties. Severe problens 
in financing large construction nro~rams have led utilities to post
pone previously planned expansion of capacity. It is estimated that 
construction plans for the next five years have already been reduced 
by over $8 billion, amountin~ to a deferral of some 65,000 me~awatts 
of· capacity. Further cutbacks can be expected. 

More than half of the capacity already deferred is nuclear. While 
nuclear plants have an economic advanta~e overall because of lower 
fuel costs, their capital costs are hiv,her t~an those of fossil plants. 
A pressing motivation of utilities at the moment is to hold financin~ 
to a minimum. 

The essentiality of adequate supplies of electricity to main
tain our standards of life, public health and safety, national secur
ity and other essential values is well known. It is basic to the 
charter of a public utility that it must provide the services re
quired by the public. 

As some have claimed, much of the deferred capacity may not be 
needed as soon as originally forecast because of a slowdown in 
consumer demand. Nationwide kilowatt-hour sales this year have been 
running only about two percent above those of last year, as compared 
to the seven percent annual increases which have been the rule ror 
many years. Higher rates charged by utilities may account for a 
part of this slowdown. It may also be in part a welcome indication 
that a much needed conservation ethic is be~inning to take hold. 

To rely on a continuation of decreased demand as a rationale for 
deferrals of capacity expansion may, however, be dan~erous in the 
extreme. There has been insufficient time to study the phenomenon 
in order to understand its true si~nificance. No one can be sure 
that it is more than a temporary deviation frcm a lon~ term trend 
and that demand increases will not resume their previous course. 

It should not be forgotten, moreover, that one of the means 
most often advocated for achievin~ independence from foreign oil 
supplies is by large scale switching from oil to electricity for such 
applications as heating and transportation. Such increased electri
fication of the economy will clearly be impossible if the needed 
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power plants are not in place. 

Increasin~ the possible danV,er of inadequate electricity is a 
widespread failure to maintain construction schedules in the field. 
A principal reason t1as been a failure of desi~n efforts to keep pace 
with construction progress. This results in a failure to coordinate 
adequately efforts on tne job site, particularly an inability to 
order materials and components so that they will be present on the 
site when needed. Greater design efforts need to be made before 
construction be~ins. This should be assisted in the near term by the 
Commission's outline of t!1e means for replicatinr: earlier designs ~or 
use in new facilities. 

Compounding the effects or deferred expansion and schedule delays 
affecting nuclear ~eneratin~ capacity are evidences of a pulling 
oack in otner ser;ments of the nuclear industry, particularly in ser:
ments vitally affecting the nuclear fuel cycle. Plans for the ftrst 
private uranium enrichment olant nave yet to be settled. The design 
of new reprocessine; and fuel fabrication plants has been delayed. 
There is also a need for ~reater efforts in minin~ and millin~ in 
order to increase the availability of uranium resources. 

This is a tl1ne as difficult as any which the nuclear industry 
has confronted in recent years. Many tough decisions must be made. 
A number of old concepts need to be rethought, including those which 
have shaped forecastin~ and financinF methods. Above all, tt should 
be clear to any reasonable observer that this is no time for any 
segment of the industry to be in a coastinp, or drifting mode. Stron~ 

initiatives, deliberate nlanning, and or~anized efforts are essential 
if the industry is to maintain the competence necessary to meet its 
responsibilities to tne nation. 

Nuclear Critics 

Until the late 1960 1 s such intervention as existed in nuclear 
power plant licensin~ cases came mostly from those who supported the 
proposed facility for its economic benefits to the community. Oppo
sition, where it appeared, tended to be limited to the statement of 
nebulous and generally uninformed fears. 

Becinnin~ in the late 1960's, opposition became more frequent. 
During these years, however, intervenors seemed to feel overwhelmed 
by the process, including the difficulty of obtainin~ needed informa
tion from the AEC and their own lack of scientific expertise. Under 
the circumstances, intervenors in some cases felt that the only way 
they could exercise any influence was by using le~al strategems to 
cause delay. 

In the last several years we have witnessed a steady and most 
gratifying improvement in the constructiveness of intervention. Dur
ing this time intervenors have become better organized and won new 
support. The Calvert Cliffs lawsuit, culminatin~ in the court deci
sion of July 23, 1971, had of course an immense influence on AEC's 
regulatory processes insofar as its responsibilities under the Nation
al Environmental Policy Act were concerned. This decision ~reatly 
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increased the presti~e and confidence of intervenors. In my opinion, 
it added also a sobering note of increased resnonsibilitv. 

Since 1971 widespread chan~e3 have been made in the philosoohv, 
organization and procedures of AEC's re~ulatory activities. AnonP 
ti1e most important cllarn~es have been a ..... reater onenness and candor 
in dealin~ with intervenors and other interested members o~ the 
public. 

It is prouably no coincidence that intervcnors have during this 
period of cl1anpe in our procedures become notably more constructive 
in their activities. They tend now to be concentrating their atten
tion on fewer issues in each case, focusing on those ~hich ~enuinelv 
need to be discussed in order to protect the public and the environ
ment. Intervenors have also demonstrated an increasin~ willin ..... ness 
to discuss issues informally, fore~oinp their ri,...hts to insist that 
the matters be considered at protracted hearin~s. They have shown 
a tendency, furthermore, to apnroach these discussions with open 
minds, and also a willin~ness to reach a~reements in the nubllc inter
est. Several examples illustrate these ~ratifyin~ trends: 

In one case where intervenors had initiallv raised 175 issues, 
they were willin~ on the basis of discussions with the Re~
ulatory staff to reduce this number to 13, each one of which 
""as s i f:n i f i cant . 

In another case, an intervenor could have delayed the restor
ation to full power of four reactors whose power levels had 
been restricted for a period of tiPle. He was, however, 
nersuaded by the staff's technical iustirication and withdrew 
his request for a hearin~. 

In two other cases where intervenors had raised important ques
tions they could have insisted on resolvin~ all issues before 
the plants could be:;in operation. Under the conditions 
existing at the time, this 'ilould !lave meant a delay of at least 
six montns. The lntervenors were willinv to apree to the 
vrantin~ of partial power licenses pendin ..... a full hearlnF so 
that the startur ti:11es were not extended. 

In another case hearing time was reduced fro;n a possible seven 
weeks to two days oecause of a cooperative 3tinulation of all 
issues worked out amons the applicant, the staff, and inter
venors. 

Intervenors actinr in such a responsible manner cannot be accused 
of working to the detriment of the re~ulatory process and a~ainst the 
public interest by causinG unnecessary delay in the operation of 
nuclear power plants. On the contrary, by askinG nenetratin~ questions, 
by alertinc people to difficult problems, and by insistin~ on ade-
quate technical justifications, they have brou~ht about earlier 
resolution of some problems than might otherwise have been reached 
and have added to the certainty with which problems have been re
solved. 

(51 
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The constructive posture of intervenors is not a universal one, 
of course. There is still an occasional intervention where belli
cerence predominates over reason. By and lar~e, however, intervenors 
have become a positive force in the regulatory process and we hope to 
ootain increasin~ benefit from tt1eir constructive contributions. 

General critics of nuclear power outside the context of individ
ual licensin~ cases can also play an important constructive role 
t11rouO"h responsible approaches, since in many instances they receive_ 
the attention and have the confidence of larq;e ser.ments of the 
public. It jeopardizes tne national welfare, however, when nuclear 
critics become so victi~ized by biased data and inadequate technical 
advice tnat they cn~age in hi~hly emotional campaigns to stop nuclear 
power altoO"ether. 

~-Jr1ile a larr:e maJ ori ty of the committed pub lie favors the expan
sion of nuclear power, a si~nificant nu~ber of peonle have yet to 
make up their minds. Those who seek to ~uide the public have, there
fore, a responsibility to pursue a fair and objective discussion of 
the facts. Unfortunately, this has not been the consistent course 
on nuclear issues. 

Nuclear Rerulation 

The status of AEC's rcrulatory pro~ram and or~anization in 1974 
is altosether different than it was several years ago. At that time 
we were so engulfed by bac~lo~s and crises that the bulk of our man
power resources was continually assi~ned to workin~ on individual 
probleDs as they arose. We were like a bucket bri~ade ~i~htin~ a 
forest fire, able at best to react to the latest outbreaks, but with 
little ability to anticipate or prevent them. 

One of the foremost regulatory problems three years a~o was the 
time required to reach licensin~ decisions. In 1970 the re~ulatorv 
system required an avera~e of 40 months to reach construction 
permit decisions. Since that time we have increased manpower, restruc
tured tl1e regulatory framework and scheduled licensinry reviews usin~ 
mana~emer1t lo~ic networks. Construction permit decisions are now 
reached in 19 months, less than half the time required a few years 
a~o. Furthermore, new AEC revulations are expected to reduce the time 
that the AEC is on the critical path prior to the start of site work 
to ten Llonths on the avera7c. 

Several years a~o there were instances when com,leted nlants sat 
idle because the re~ulatory process had not been completed. At that 
time the AEC made it a ~oal to complete the licensin~ nrocess at the 
same time that construction of the plant is completed. For the past 
year this goal has been achieved. Today there are no indications that 
finis!1ed plants will again sit idle awai tinr'" license decisions. 

It is important to note that the siqnificant reductions in the 
time required for individual licensin~ reviews have been achieved 
while maintaining the quality of the reviews. In addition, the past 
three years has witnessed an obvious, althou~h sometimes erratic, 
shift towards establishin~ a more ~eneric approach to nuclear power 
rep:;ulation. 
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~or example, we came to grips with two issues that were emergin~ 
time after time in licensing proceedinf"'s; nal"lely, the criteria for 
emergency core coolinf systems and the releases of radiation durin~ 
routine operation of power plants. Both issues involved addressin~ 
a problem that had beset nuclear power re7ulation, a lack of 
quantification. 

A kindred effort has been the study that the AEC beD"an two years 
a~o. under the direction of Professor Norman Rasmussen of the Massa
chusetts Institute of Tcchnolo~y, in order to quantify reactor 
safety risks. Early evidence from this study seems to indicate that 
the melting of a nuclear reactor core--an occurrence which would be 
the last of a sequence of hi~hly improbable, thou~h not impossible, 
events--would not cause the extraordinarily wide devastation which 
critics have postulated. Instead, it would produce fatalities more 
akin to those resulting from a lar~e aircraft crash. The study's 
results indicate, moreover, that the likelihood of such an occurrence 
is less than one in a million per year for each reactor. 

Based on the advances achieved in quantification, Professor 
Bernard L. Cohen, Director of the Nuclear Physics Laboratory at the 
University of Pittsbur~h, has recently put the hazards from nuclear 
power in perspective. He indicates that, if all of our present elec
tric power were derived from nuclear fission, routine releases of 
radioactivity would cause about ei~ht cancer deat~s per year in this 
country, and that there would be an accident once in 2,500 years 
tnat would kill typically 500 people, an avera~e of 0.2 deaths per 
year. 

ComparinG these risks with those which each of us face every day, 
Professor Cohen estmates the risk from nuclear nower as bein~ a little 
more than the risk involved in drivinr: 100 miles, in going swimmin~ 
for one extra hour in our lifetime, in smokin~ one cir:arette every 
eight years, or in bein~ a hundredth of an ounce overweight. Acknow
ledging that some critics disar:ree with the estimates deriv-.=d from 
the best evidence, Dr. Cohen states: "If the worst fears of the 
critics should be correct, all these nu~bers would be multiplied by 
25," making the dane;er of nuclear power equivalent to that of smokinP' 
three cigarettes a year or of being one-quarter ounce overweight. 

A key advance in nuclear power re~ulation in recent years has 
been the movement towards standardization throughout the nuclear 
power industry. Standardization Nill not only substantially shorten 
the time required to brine; nuclear power plants on-line, but will also 
preclude unnecessary changes, since approved standardized desir:ns will 
not be reexamined for a defined period of time unless si~nificant new 
safety questions should mandate a change. 

Industry has complained about the chances in regulatory require
ments imposed on individual projects durin~ their progress throu~h 
the regulatory cycle. Those changes which caused the ~reatest impact 
on industry had significant safety importance and were imposed only 
after careful consideration by the AEC. Other changes, however, have 
been less than necessary. We have recognized industry's justified 
criticism of this seemingly capricious "ratcheting", and have taken 
steps to control it. For example, we will soon have in force standard 
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review plans which will document in considerable detail the standards 
and criteria to be applied in safety evaluations. This approach 
should hcln to stabilize the review nrocess and lead to increased 
consistency. In addition, a Re~ulatory Requirements Review Committee 
composed of senior mana~ement o~ficials is now functionln~ to deter
mine which chan~es in requirements are necessary and to assure that 
such changes are implemented reasonably. 

In 1971 a most apparent flaw in the nuclear re~ulatory nro~ram 
was the lack of industry-wide standards which did more than provide 
nomenclature. Since that time a sipnificant body of standards has 
been developed at an increasin~ pace. Iri fiscal year 1974 alone, for 
example, 150 standards were produced. This comnares with 25 developed 
in FY 1972 and 90 in FY 1973. The existence of this comprehensive 
body of standards is a key to stren~thenin~ quality assurance in the 
desipn, construction and operation of nucl~ar plants. Such a body of 
standards, taken tosether with a ~eneral lcvelin~ off in the design 
evolution curve, also makes much bri~hter the prospects for standard
ization throughout the nuclear industry. 

Pollowin~ the amendment of the antitrust section of the Atomic 
Ener7y Act more than three years ago, widesnread uncertainty existed 
concerning the re~ulatory position on antitrust issues. Elimination 
of this uncertainty has given applicants the onnortunity to shape 
tl1eir oolicies without a~onizing perturbations. Thus far, antitrust 
reviews have delayed a licensin~ decision in only one instance, and 
even in that case it has been possible to authorize site work. 

Despite the fact that the licensin~ lo~jam has been broken and 
significant progress made toward standardized aoproaches and ~eneric 
rather than ad hoc resolutions of re~ulatory questions, consistent 
and critical review of the overall regulatory picture is still needed 
to ensure that maximum effectiveness and efficiency are maintained. 

In this connection certain oroblems and challenpes must receive 
increasing attention. 

The time required from conception to operation of nuclear plants 
can still be improved. Various re~ulatory changes, includin~ use of 
limited work authorizations, should cut about two years from the 
ten years which has typically been required for designin~, reviewin~ 
and building nuclear plants. However, le~islation now pendinr before 
ConGress is needed to achieve a target of six years. What the pro
posed legislation would accomplish basically is to provide for 
hearings at earlier and more meanin0ful stages, to encourage greater 
use of nuclear plant standardization, and to make possible the use of 
predesignated sites for nuclear power facilities. The use of pre
designated sites can be particularly important in helping to resolve 
environmental issues before resources are irretrievably committed and 
in assuring better advance planning of land and water use. 

The siting of nuclear facilities involves some particularly dif
ficult issues. In a number of cases in the past few years, sitin~ 
problems have led to major changes in plant desipns and in some cases 
to complete rejection of sites. These situations have had siGnificant 
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adverse effects on schedules and costs--results that better vuidance 
and criteria could have mitirated. A set o~ peneral site suitabilitv 
criteria will be issued in the near future to nrovide ~uidance in de
termin in[" whether a proposed site is suitable for a nuclear power 
plant. Also hip::h on the list of sitin?: priorities i~:; the develonment 
of re~ulatory ~uidclines for nuclear enervy centers which may house 
several reactors as well as supportinv fuel cycle facilities. 

The inherent hazards associated '"~th the use of radioactive 
material as a commercial fuel raises concerns over safety in the 
transportation of the fuel, the mana~ement of radioactive wastes, and 
the need for safeguards to prevent nlant sabota~e and diversion of 
material for unauthorized uses. We are confident that these diffi
cult problems can be resolved safely, but they require early attention. 

The transportation of radioactive materials in this country has 
produced an excellent safety record. Nonetheless, ~iven the exnected 
increase in the number of such shipments in the years ahead, exnanded 
efforts will be required to maintain this record. 

A draft environment~l impact statement on the mana~ement of 
wastes is in preparation which discusses waste stora~e technolo~ies 
in considerable detail. In connection with this statement, certain 
regulatory policy chan~es will be made in order to ~eet future prob
lems in this field. 

Projections of increasing quantities of snecial nuclear material 
in commercial operations and the increase in terrorist activities 
have led the AEC to reexamine its programs for Dlant and materials 
protection. Strenp:t11ened requirements for physical protection of 
plants and for materials accounting have been jmplemented, and durin~ 
the next year long term ~oals will be develoned for the comin~ period 
when a lar~e increase in the use of plutonium is exoected. 

As we reflect on the achievements of nuclear regulation over the 
past few years, we can feel confidence in our ability to move forward, 
particularly within the structure of an independent nuclear re~ula
tory commission. 

Conclusion 

The ultimate measure of the activities of all the entities in
volved in nuclear power in the country is the fact that, despite all 
the dire proohecies of impendin~ disaster, we have now had more than 
200 reactor-years of operating experience without injury to any mem
ber of the public. A prime reason for this extraordinary safety 
record has been the ability of the nuclear industry, the critics of 
nuclear power, and the re~ulatory framework to respond and evolve 
in step with the demands imposed by advances in technolo~v and ex
pandinr, requirements. 

The nuclear industry has to be recognized as one which has 
achieved rapid growth in an atmosphere of high public visibilitv, 
stringent quality control and rigor.ous regulatory requirements, a 
combination of factors rarely experienced before in industrial history. 
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Opponents of nuclear power, by and large, deserve credit for 
their ever more constructive contributions to re~ulatory processes 
and to public discussion of the issues. 

Finally, it ls important that all members of the public perceive 
that t~ere has evolved in the oast few years a philosophy of re~ula
tion that is neither for or a~ainst nuclear power--a philosophy that 
fosters a touGh but fair approach to re~ulation predicated solely on 
the public interest. 


